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1NUTRAL DYA7.,,ICS IN SPT C:iAI,7L

A.P.SHUBIN

Dynamics of neutrals, which appear in SPT channel after new-
tralizing of primary ions on the walls, is investigated. It is
shown, that, when the electric field focuses ions, these neutrals
appear mainly near the inlet of the channel and partially deplete
to the outlet,

:New design of SPT, which is investigated in :I-;EA, compares
favourably with previous model. It has for-volume ,-ith gas distri-
butor. The anode is a pair of narrow metal rings, ancored on in-
ner and outer insulatops at the inlet of the channel. Such design
allows to have practically fully ionized working gap (Xe) at the
inlet. However, one cannot prevent ions to reach the walls of the
channel, even with focusing electric field. Ion, which reaches
the wall, becomes neutral, moves into the channel, where it is
ionized again, and secondary ion leaves the channel. It is intere-
sting to estimate, even semi-quantitatively, this phenomenon. In
stationary mode, the sum of ion and neutral fluxes along the chan
nel is constant. The discharge current, the sum of ion and elect-
ron longitudinal currents, is also constant. Hence, if we know
the pattern of neutral flux along the channel, we may judge syno-
nimously about the pattern of electron current. Ih view of it, we
tried to analyse ion and neutral dynamics in plane geometry of
SPT channel. Let flow of ions with known distribution, maxwellian
in transversal velocity, enter the channel with finite length
(0< x-L) and parallel identical insulating walls \yi = h/2, where
h L. Although electric field focuses ions, part of them reaches
the walls and becomes neutralized. These neutrals fly isotropical-
ly from the wall and have maxwellian distribution with wall tem-
perature T. Partially they deplete in the channel, partially - re
flect from the opposite wall with the same maxwellian distribution
Basing on two-dimensional stationary kinetic equations, one may
obtain with known ion flux density Jtr(x) on the wall and frequ-
ency of ionization '\ (x,y) (even on "y"), the linear integral
equation for the amplitude a(x) of the neutral maxwellian functi-
on on the wall, and restore neutral distribution in the channel,
thus obtain longitudinal nertral flux density in the channels
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where v ~ 2/M , 0 1 92 y. The second term in the right part of
(la) describes neutrals, which are reflected from the opposite wall

Sand partially deplete in the channel. If V =0, then:

htr q( e v2rie

t '" (-l,(2)

and: J, -5 jxLj r- %(
L -[ U-^

and so: ,i

This expression coincides with (2) and shows, that, for totally
neutral flux, the change of longitudinal flux is equal to the los-
ses of the primary flux on the walls. The case 1V =0 is the test

one, it shows, that the eqs. (1) are right. It is necessary to
lnow jtr(x). Let us set, for convenience, ion distribution fi at
the inlet of the channel and electric potential L , which accele-
rates ions and focuses them, in form:

. (3 ) "y's (')
( *'}) q-( )4 ^ , 2/zI7 (4o-L. ,A 2- -
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vhere 2 (s)= C , Cis unit function. Using two-dimensional colli-

sionless kinetic equation for unr-agnetized ions:

.-e obtain

S - ( 4 )

One may see, that the length L of SPT channel is additionally

limited by inequality p(L) .- (p= 'J corresponds to the situa-

tion, when ion, starting from y=h/2, reaches the wall y=-h/2 and

vice versa. "Then calculating jtr with fi, given by (4(), one must

take into account, that ions, which reach the wall, become out of

primary ion distribution, and we obtain, for example:

JF1 2V ' l, i ' i c ) (5)

d'tr =
'e see, that, since >)h/UT 1 (see below), 2tr decreases rapidly,

when x (or p) increases. If we estimate Jtr S:Jd Jx , ve obtain:

*j -< . °*

i 2- 0 (6) 1
Then we may approximate jtr(x) as:

J (^ i o ^(7) a
r, (- 0 > 4,,, m'~

where jtr(0) Xax=Jtr, that is:

L"PL - C' ( 8 )

since vo vr and in SPT Tc700K; this value is much less, than

eUtr (at least, several eV). Estimating the second term in right
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of eq.(la), we see, that it is Xmax/h part of the first term,

and so:
-r

(x) - 2J, J - J t, ( - /  (9)

I umerical simulation shows, that neutralized ions, which are ref-

lected tovwrdo the inlet, leave the channel without being ioni-

1 zed, and it is sufficient to considder particles, vhich are reflec-

ted towards the outlet. Then if we set V=const, for estimation,

and ('-/v ) x2 + (h/2± 1, one 7.ay obtain from (1) for

neutral flux density:

where - ' -t-(, C,- ;,, en = 0, eq.(10) are

also correot. It is necessary to obtain from experiment jtr(x)

and V in real electrio field for more presise estimation.
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